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We welcome you!
“Celestial mosaic” is a new original project in geomancy (the
art of divination). This project was developed by a group of Tarot
cards readers, philosophers, artists and poets, through their cooperative efforts, who had explored ancient and modern systems of divination and knowledge of the Truth through the Tarot.
All the decks of cards that are prepared for publication are unique,
inimitable and have no counterparts in either Russia or in any other
country. In some decks of this project, the authors adhere to serious
traditions, but give them a new dimension, a “second life”. In addition, you will be amazed at the novelty of these ideas, boldness and
imagination, which is demonstrated by these decks of cards. The fact
is that each of these authors has a very good artistic taste, understands the depth of symbolic images and has a bright energy.
The “Celestial Mosaic” decks are not only the keepers of the
keys to the secret knowledge and success, but also the good amulets
that will become for you a talisman, a performer of desires or a wise
oracle for every day. Tarot cards are inherently a mystical instrument of knowing oneself and the world, identifying ways of interaction and interpenetration. Divination by means of “Celestial
mosaic” tarot cards or meditation on them will allow you to develop
your logic, intuition, imagination, telepathy and healing abilities.
Among other things, you can also use these cards to relax or just to
get positive energy and inspiration.
Any deck from this project will be a unique and unforgettable
gift to your friends, relatives and loved ones, and will not only delight the eye, but will also be enriching for the soul. Choose a deck
that is naturally in harmony with you and inspires you. It will comfort you and become a real prophetess of everything wonderful and
bright in your life.
We wish you happiness, robust health and all the best!
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INTROdUCTION TO NEO-TaROT

These unusual and mystical Tarot cards can only arise today, at
the beginning of the third millennium of the Age of Aquarius. Their
creator was also Aquarius. Traditionally, tarot cards always had images or symbols of a person. However now, after the tragic events
of the twentieth century and the beginning of the 21st century, every
person has become so distanced from himself or herself, from his or
her own integrity, that the disintegration of the inner, spiritual “I”,
and the discord with the environment (with nature, megacity or society) prevail over our striving for high harmony and communication
with nature. The world of things with its craving for material goods
does not allow you to feel joy, live life to the fullest and, therefore,
to communicate with the microcosm and the macrocosm. That is
why now the “Way to Yourself” is not only (and not so much) a fashionable advertising brand of esoteric products, but a fact used for the
survival of the human soul, in the human body and in an even more
changed, hostile world not similar to the 20th century.
The distinctiveness of this deck is that it has no human images,
so you get the opportunity to actually return to your so often “ruined” inner “I” and revive it, to return to your spiritual core and to
the cosmos. In fact, in the Neo-Tarot cards, the role of humans is
taken on by symbols and images that all readers of Tarot cards know
so well, and this does not complicate, but makes it easier to perceive
a card and even enhances the energy of these cards.
This deck “breathes” with magical contemplativeness and meditativeness. It really bewitches you with its surreality, but it does
this healing you. There is no “personification” in these cards, so for
a diviner or a fortune-teller it becomes possible to maximize his or
her immersion into this deck, because fate is not personified.
The Neo-Tarot cards are multidimensional. They have in themselves a different dimension that becomes the Questioner. These cards
are filled with cosmic energy. The designer of this deck unexpectedly
abandoned the schematic or kitsch images of people, so common in
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cards, and this fact, together with the contemplative surreality of the
pictures, gives these cards a sense of airiness, flight and astonishing
weightlessness. All this allows you to realize something unknown,
enclosed in each of us, in those minutes when you work with these
cards. They are a union of the fantastic and the earthly, the real and
the transcendental. Symbolic things and landscapes in these cards are
spiritual and highly informative. They influence you through their
mysterious unknowability, making you crave understanding of the
essence and meaning of things, and reminding you that a human is
not only a measure of all things, but also a noumenon (according to
the philosophical concept of Immanuel Kant). The designer has managed to depict objects that, in spite of their internal contradictory tension, are able to maintain a stable harmonious unity.
The emotional and visual impact of the Neo-Tarot deck is reminiscent of Andrei Tarkovsky’s films, such as Solaris and Stalker.
Therefore, divination with this deck opens a door into a strange and
sometimes disturbing but incredibly attractive world where the
reader of these cards is a stalker, and his or her client is one who
wishes very much to penetrate the mysterious “zone” and to achieve
what he or she wishes.
The Neo-Tarot cards that show philosophical and magical symbols in such an original way are sure to appeal to people who have
strict aesthetic requirements and look for Truth in an ancient philosophical mirror called Tarot. At the same time, these cards have a
classical appearance, so an experienced reader of Tarot cards will
be able to recognize them. However, even a beginner can easily read
them, because they are abstract to a certain extent. They have tradition and symbolism, combined with the surreality of modern artistic vision and attitude.
Every good deck has its “target audience”. There are art films
not for the mass audience. Perhaps Neo-Tarot is a kind of such “arthouse” deck, but this is the happy distinctiveness of these cards. Let
the unpredictability, multidimensionality and surreality of this deck
give you true pleasure.
Your Celestial Mosaic
–6–

MajOR aRCaNa

0. The Fool
Meaning of the card:
Category “I wish”1
The feeling of falling and flight, and aspiration to go far are
there in the Neo-Tarot card The Fool.
Inner Child • The unlimited joy and “lightness of being“ • Wings
without support • Shakiness without stability • Eternity is ahead. •
The juvenile euphoria • A “bouquet” of hopes • Flowering of the
senses • Naivety, lucky simplicity • The clean slate, hungry for content • The all-embracing readiness for a new and unknown • The
softness of the soul • The uncertainty of purpose • The bliss of waiting and ignorance, but also the bitterness of mistakes • The acuity
Here and elsewhere in Major Arcana, "Categories" are quoted from the book
“De Tarot in de herstelde orde” (“The Complete New Tarot”), by Onno and Rob
Docters van Leeuwen
1
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of perception, both positive and negative • Life (space, time) without boundaries • The beginning of the journey in search of your
place in the world, happiness, friends and values • A significant
“zero” • A “filled emptiness,” in the Chinese concept of “chi” • The
feeling of “come hell or high water“ • The type – Ivan the Fool who
is looking for happiness • Frivolity and irresponsibility • The Devil
finds work for idle hands to do • Dangers, traps, but there is also
the luck in overcoming them • Vulnerability • The intuition of the
heart • The ability to kick against the pricks for the sake of truth
and justice • Irresistible desire for love – hence the blindness, impatience and grasping lots of things at once • A holy fool.
Perception of the card:
The manifestation of instincts and the understanding of one’s
body as the vessel of the soul and the “maker” of various cravings
• Exhilaration, the desire to “touch” everything and examine by tasting, putting one’s fingers into the fire to see if the fire can really
bite • Reason is “running errands” for Sensuality.
Predictive meaning:
A step into the “abyss” of unleashing the potential • Solving
equations with all unknown terms • The starting” energy • The abundant life force, its “cosmicality” • The embodiment of the gospel
wisdom “Be like children” • Actions beyond the mind • Turningon of a “counter” of inevitable errors on the path of experience •
The gift of pure love in higher understanding • The “teenage” pendulum: from extreme egocentrism to dangerous self-sacrifice.
In the inverted position
Meaning of the card:
Strengthening of negative moments, qualities and consequences
• The vector of immoderation: a funny sweet tooth of a little baby
passes into intemperance, and subsequently into gluttony. • The
same is true of sensuality: the desire to satisfy passion gradually
–8–

turns into gross sex, and then into vile viciousness • Naivety touches
on stupidity. • Unbalance leads to chaotic actions and lack of logic.
• There are many aims, but result is zero: a jack-of-all-trades is master of none. • The danger of losing oneself, not having time to find
anything • Bad gambling and risk • Some missed opportunities •
Suggestibility, sympathism • Pinocchio who lost the key given to
him, from the treasured door of his “I” • “If we have to do our bit,
let us do it with a bang”.
Perception of the card:
Strengthening the negative: the desire to “touch everything” leads
to an unavoidable burn, both in the material and in the sensory sphere
• Vulnerability leads to an aggravating of unhealthy state (up to autistic conditions and even suicidal mood). • A person “without skin”.
Predictive meaning:
The internal and external impulses are understood incorrectly –
hence the pursuit of illusions • “Beware of a silent dog and still
water” • The “delicacy” temptations are spiritual poison served on
a “golden” dish (“all that glitters is not gold”) • Theomachy, atheism
• “God is in the soul” – hence the neglecting of the Church • The
counterproductive escapism • A test in various “falls” • In the projection “experience is worth it“ • The symbol of “the lost sheep” as
the joy of finding something lost.
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I. The Magician
Meaning of the card:
Category “I sacrifice“
Live grass, as if taken from A. Tarkovsky’s films, symbolizes the
eternity and the offscreen transcendence of everything that is happening on the Neo-Tarot card The Magician.
Spirituality • The absolute power that is symbolized by the objects-symbols of the four suits of tarot cards. Therefore, there are
“four areas of application of forces: material, professional, emotional and mental”. • Striving for excellence, giftedness in different
fields • Will to action • The awareness of the life of the soul and
body • Readiness to be disciple and to go further • The systematic
purposeful pursuit of knowledge and result • The focus of the mind
• Striving for mastery • Directed life • Intelligence and ingenuity
help succeed in life. • Stardom • The constant movement from the
analysis of external and internal events to the synthesis of opportunities to achieve goals • Clever and moral manipulation • Wit, diplomacy • A minion of fortune.
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Perception of the card:
Energy as a gift • Dexterity, plasticity of the psyche • Empathy,
mind reading, the ability to see through intuitively • Increased sensitivity of feelings caused by love or shock • “Clever” fingers • Virtuosity in a love game.
Predictive meaning:
“The integrity of individual existence“ 1, the gift of looking into
things, nature of a person and the development of events • The cosmic charm, magical abilities, gift of research and management • Intuition that is considered the knowledge • “Unto whomsoever much
is given, of him shall be much required“.
In the inverted position
Meaning of the card:
Singularity annoying people around • Losing of some gift or of the
desire to realize one’s talent • Miscommunication by loved ones • Star
fever • The immoral manipulation, vampirism • Selfishness • Hedonism and success in achieving pleasures • Talents are hidden in a napkin • Gifts are squandered on trifles • The spiritual mimicry: false gurus
• Wrong leaders who ruin lives of those who trust them • Type: carnivorous woman, pickup artist, various “tempters”, subtle rogues • A
victim of crooks • Debunking • Persistence in the pursuit of the goal
in spite of the lack of talent, opportunities and “the green light”.
Perception of the card:
Adynamia • Nervousness, acrimony • The low degree of empathy • Depressiveness • The lack of sensory sensations (kindness of
loved ones or some one of them) is often compensated by the
seizure of someone else, by seduction and the creation of different
kinds of dependencies for the victim object.
Predictive meaning:
The refusal of one’s Faith, the House and the Native • The loss
of connection with the Cosmos, God and Nature • The Gospel says,
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“Nothing is secret that shall not be made manifest.” • The conscious
refusal of a gift for the sake of humility and Faith • “The road to
hell is paved with good intentions” • The sacrifice of “earthly” (career, material goods) for the sake of “heavenly” – this is the way of
the heart.
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II. The High Priestess
Meaning of the card:
Category “I overpass“
Blue torches and an arch with a mysterious curtain of the NeoTarot card symbolize The High Priestess herself, inviting you to the
unknown.
The hidden potential • Strength, eternal femininity that, according to Alexander Blok, “heals and beckons” • The fascinating charm
• The good female principle • The archetype of the Mother of the
World, the image of the Madonna • Self-knowledge, introversion •
The reasonable possession of the material • Study regardless of age
and stage of life • Devotion, the willingness to have initiation into
something • A Guardian Angel in a female form, a wonderful salvation • “Sealed up” knowledge • Happy mean • “Security” thanks
to a prayer • Loyalty, in the Greek mythology – the image of Penelope • Commitment • A comforting patroness • Support on the
“rainy days” • A conductor into the unknown • White magic • Detachment • Mission • Charity, volunteering • The big heart, mysteriousness, the ability to perform a courageous deed and to be
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courageous • The constant honesty • The noble restraint • The reasonable taboos.
Perception of the card:
Reflection • Empathy • Chastity • Congenital subtlety of nature,
mild sensuality.
Predictive meaning:
Sofia is the Divine Wisdom. • The black and white pillars symbolize the harmony of space and time within a person. • A message
from on high • Prophetic dreams • The efficacy of prayers addressed
to the female principle • The values of the subconscious.
In the inverted position
Meaning of the card:
The disappointing knowledge: “In much wisdom is much grief”
• A powerful woman who humiliates those who depend on her, a
despot under the guise of piety • The danger of joining a sect, a
closed society, a collective or a group with “its own” rules • A henpecked one, service with negative consequences • Mama‘s son or
mama’s daughter • The prolonged virginity, the rejection of love,
the syndrome of the “old maid” • Capriciousness, the image of
Naina2 • Going into convent, voluntary mission, unreasonable sacrifice • Hostility towards your sex, if you are a woman, men have
different degrees of misogyny. • Bigotry, complexities, secrecy • A
taboo that prevent a person from living truly • A mundane man, attachment to material benefits • Disappointment in spiritual pursuits,
in the chosen path • Change of ideals • Unrequited passion, love •
Loss of patronage • Unsuccessful research • Negative experience •
Moral decline, confused mental state, low spirits, loss of social status • Making the break with a significant woman (girlfriend, lover,
colleague or relative) or an unhappy loss.
2
Naina is a proud, arrogant and beautiful witch, a character of great Russian
poet Alexander Pushkin's poem "Ruslan and Lyudmila"
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Perception of the card:
The predominance or even excess of “yin” in both the woman
and the man • Bitchiness, acrimony in the character of a woman •
“Murderous” rationality • Nervousness, weak control of emotions.
Predictive meaning:
The subconscious mind harming a person • Appeal to the wrong
forces, their attention • The black magic, dangerous witchcraft •
Vampirism • Undeveloped, “silent” intuition.
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III. The Empress
Meaning of the card:
Category “I put myself together”
In the Neo-Tarot card, the throne of The Empress is vacant. It
can become the throne of the Questioner or someone chosen by him
or her. The world belongs to her, The Empress. “Living” grass is a
symbol of life, love and naturalness. The stormy sea behind the
throne shows fearlessness.
The positive management, global and local • Powerfulness helps
determination • The protection of the weak • Pride, honor • Persistence and courage in long hardships • Self-actualization, the realization of one’s talents and abilities • Fertility and fruitfulness,
successful birth of ideas or children • Multiplying the material and
the non-material, the ability to create comfort in the material and
spiritual sphere • Archetype of Mother Earth • Matter ready for spiritualization • Inspiration, generosity, “fullness” • Mind, sound pragmatism • The joy of summer flowering and maturity, but with the
danger of excessive immersion into the mundane and striving for
material things • The worthy loans and advances in a broad sense
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Perception of the card:
The tender, gracious, charming and giving sensuality • The natural and sometimes even superfluous sexuality • Intuition helps intellect, and vice versa • Harmony with Nature, “eco-friendly”
perception of the world • The total pregnancy: as a matter of fact
(desire to have a large family) and as a metaphor (love, thoughts,
creativity or plans) • The beauty of soul and body.
Predictive meaning:
The heavenly bounty in the form of natural earthly gifts: health,
intelligence, longevity • The karmic aspect is the maternal opposition to everything that violates the laws of the universe and insults
the female cosmos (yin) • Royal blood.
In the inverted position
Meaning of the card:
A level (intellectual, personal, spiritual) does not fit to social status.
• “Oversaturation” with one’s family, position, mission, problems or
worries • Disappointment in a person who has power (psychological
or social) • Excess of jurisdiction and abusive exercise of power,
money-grubbing, appropriation of corporate opportunities and contacts
for one’s own benefit • The insolent egoism • Breakdown, anger, resentment • Matter unready for spiritualization • The predominance of
a form and its unfitness to content, their disharmony • Closing of material and non-material channels, loss of patronage, “favor”, power, respect and potency in a broad sense • Shame, expulsion, dismissal,
disfavor • Losing the ground under one’s feet, lack of energy • One’s
condition is “overboard” • Disease • Indifference, contempt, self-conceit • The substitution of the object of worship, service and work • The
career progress to the detriment of mental and family comfort • The
painful pursuit of luxury, squander and bad taste • Attraction to gentility,
elitism, glamour, and by all means, causing condemnation and jeering
• Conscious and unconscious mendacity that harms you and others •
Exposure to kleptomania, “magpie syndrome” (the desire to grab
everything) • Stealing of material and non-material (time and force)
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Perception of the card:
Sickliness • Nervousness, weak will • Problems in the sensory
sphere • The insufficient empathy, deafness and blindness in a
metaphorical sense, a clash with a similar one • Perversity, the desire
for corrupt love • Rejection of form (discontent with your own body
and natural qualities).
Predictive meaning:
The spiritual weakness in the main – “love thy neighbour as thyself” – leads to the feeling that you are godforsaken. • The lack of
energy due to violation of the laws of morality and egocentrism.
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IV. The Emperor
Meaning of the card:
Category “I rule”
A heavy “marble” throne, in harmonious color unity with the
environment in the Neo-Tarot card The Emperor, calls for action.
The union of mind and will • Spirit possessing matter • Wholeness, calmness • The healthy ambitions • Father, patron – “Our master will come and pass his judgment on us” • Stability • Justice •
“Working” law • The significant help, support • Mastermind • Practicality bringing money • The external and internal wealth • Inherently wisdom of power and the power of wisdom • Equanimity,
responsibility • The ability to command • Great power statehood as
an attitude • Patriotism • The head of family, group, collective or
country • Search for the leader • Mastery, deserved success • For a
woman, this is a type of Amazon.
Perception of the card:
Cheerfulness • Potency • The powerful physique or some bright
individual (physical) properties and abilities • Good organic • Domination.
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Predictive meaning:
The patronage of a high-grade egregore • Power due to fate and
destiny • The wealth of opportunities as a gift of Fortune.
In the inverted position
Meaning of the card:
The collapse of plans • Voluntary or imposed withdrawal from
power, office or money • The loss of control or avoiding it • Persistence during hardships • The refusal of material in favor of spiritual, from excessive work and prosperity in favor of time and
tranquility, and caring for the family • Pressure, imperative, selfconfidence, authoritarianism • Tyrant, dictator, the risk of becoming
a victim of somebody’s anger • A king for a day • Nationalism, bad
fanaticism • Unsound ambitions • False stardom • Stupid self-confidence, self-righteousness • The costs of mind impenetrable by new
ideas • Failures in one’s profession and career • Anarchy, mess in
the head • Revolutionism, lack of authority • A period of decay and
lack of will, dependency and susceptibility to influence, weak will
• Submission, a spavined man • The weakness of marriage, quarrels,
the probability of divorce • Irritation, breakdown • The loss of the
center, vector and path • The false deeds “against the heart” and, as
a consequence, a heart disease • Betrayal, misunderstanding of
friends, colleagues, subordinates and relatives • The temporary advance in office: enthronement, pedestal as an excuse for further
mockery and jeering • Irascibility, militancy.
Perception of the card:
An unexpected illness, risk of attack of disease • Physical perfection is achieved through long efforts. • Irritability • Aggression
because of hormones • Fixations and fears affecting physiology •
The sensual extremes.
Predictive meaning:
A strong Guardian Angel • The ability to fly remains, even if the
start was not very good.
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V. The Hierophant
Meaning of the card:
Category “I can see the truth”
Powerful columns, a golden scepter in the form of a triple cross
and keys, a mysterious bluish-golden color – these invite you to devotion, self-discovery and exploration.
Righteousness • Conventionalism • Dogmas as a formula for
comfort • Tradition, commitment to religion given by birth and nationality • Authority, imperative • Smart management and interaction • A wise mentor or a master, including an inner teacher • Thirst
for knowledge, spiritual path • Searching for harmony and integrity
• Salvation in a broad sense: physical one (for example, recovery
thanks to something or someone) and the salvation of the soul • The
voluntary “spiritual slavery” (service, monk who can live in the
world) • An exciting meeting • Bridge-man to faith, a new way of
life and a new circle of people, a change of status • Family values,
principles as the most important attribute of all life • The strong
marital union regardless of the level of happiness and mutual understanding • Mercy • Inspiration, afflation, insight • One’s own and
others’ master • The spiritual and social responsibility, compliance
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with personal and social requirements • The dominant role of the
inner parent • Conscience as a stronghold of morality • Humanism,
charity • Placability, forgiveness.
Perception of the card:
The fullness of energy and internal (positive) fire • Empathy •
Deep and “smart” sensuality • The ability to claircognizance.
Predictive meaning:
Grace • Blessing, patronage of higher forces, the voice of God in
your soul • Angel, the conductor of the Faith • The gift of clairvoyance.
In the inverted position
Meaning of the card:
The refusal, evasion from one’s vocation, mission • A unusual
solution to a problem • A game for promotion in a career • A “Gray
Eminence” • A trump card invisible to the surrounding people • An
unconventional way, behavior, some “contrary” actions • Independence or a thirst for it • Imposing ideals, including religious ones •
The violation of the hierarchy, with bad consequences • Loss • An
unfavorable position in life, as in a chess game • The weakening of
faith, power, and physical strength • A riot against an ideology, both
local (interfamilial, clan, group), and on a national scale • The violation of family life, loss of loved ones • A marriage of convenience
or an unusual, strange marriage • Intersubordination, unpleasant dependence • Vulnerability • Grief, annoyance, anger because of
someone else’s interference • Undercurrents, ulterior motives • The
tormenting conscience, lies, mistakes due to immaturity, lack of
“core” • Something that remains behind the scenes • Unknown past
• A trailblazing experiment • Weak will • Unselfishness, “blessed
innocence” • The inconsiderate and dangerous kindness, unnecessary self-sacrifice • The bad conventionalism • The inner tensions,
broken interaction of “yin” and “yang” • The inner child stimulates
an irresistible infantilism, provoking others to pay the increased attention to him or her. • Bliss, folly.
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Perception of the card:
The lack of will contributes to physical and nervous weakness. •
Delicacy • Vulnerability due to heightened sensitivity to everything.
Predictive meaning:
The dark forces long to captivate a bright soul. • The sufferance
of the higher forces as a test • The loss of communication with
Heaven • Willingness of Fortune to cooperate with you, even your
small effort is enough.
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VI. The Lovers
Meaning of the card:
Category “I bind myself”
On the grass resembling a green sea of eternity, there are two
trees, as if embracing – they are Lovers. A small tree, “She”, yields
fruit, reminding Eve and her sin. A large tree looks like its support.
A fine, sunny (just a little bit cloudy) day bestows you happiness. It
seems that The Lovers of Neo-Tarot do not stand still, but float.
Fruits mean future passion, family and the joy of knowing “carnal”
love and merging, as well as the spiritual unity of the Lovers.
This is the stage of “celestial bliss”, with responsibility of choosing a companion for your life. In this card, there is no traditional reference to Lucifer or the Serpent, Love itself is a good temptation and
a test, for lovers are often lonely. This card is interesting in its unification, as if the “Tree of Life” itself is androgynous: two trees, a
male one (similar to the Tree of Power) and a female one (similar to
the Tree of Desire), stand in an embrace and act as Adam and Eve.
The predominance of physical love • The new life, fruitful adherence to traditions • Happy relationship • Creative potency • Beauty
saving the world • Music of love • Wisdom of harmonious couples,
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marital fidelity • Successful cooperation • “Public”, communication
skills • Maturity of feelings • Readiness for responsibility.
Perception of the card:
Emotionality, sensuality and passion • Volcanic, uncontrollable
character • Health • Dependence of well-being on the quantity and
quality of love relationships.
Predictive meaning:
Love like a gift from on high • Marriage that is contracted in
heaven.
In the inverted position
Meaning of the card:
An unrequited or unhappy love, an erroneous choice • Quarrels,
the break of a marriage or love union, separation • Attraction to the
forbidden fruit • The immaturity of feelings, mutual fear of responsibility • Love like a game, frivolity and feelings for effect • Coquetry, flirting • Extremes: from the loser in love to the affectionate
Don Juan or Casanova (in the female version, a carnivorous
woman) • Pushing somebody into relationships, love for the sake
of gain, marriage of convenience • Jealousy, the struggle for leadership • Rivalry, duel, the situation of “cherchez la femme” • Falling
onto the bottom of consciousness and instincts, unreflecting change
of partners • The “animal” passion • Resentment, anger, despair because of a rejected feeling • Unbelief in love • Vampirism • The inability to love • Unequal relations, both materially and morally •
One of the couple agrees to the role of the victim. • An imposed
marriage • Both persons hold each other captive • Frustration.
Perception of the card:
Extremes: painful sensuality, vulnerability, “without skin”, or
vice versa, “thick-skinned”, rude, insensitive • Puerility.
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Predictive meaning:
The experience of the biblical state of the Fall • One is godforsaken, because of his or her conscious choice in favor of temptation.
• Serpent is closer to you than God or Angels. • Soul is crying.
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VII. The Chariot
Meaning of the card:
Category “I manifest myself”
The early twilight of this Neo-Tarot card is attractive. Two
wheels, similar to the two sphinxes of the classical deck, black and
white (negative and positive), triumphantly carry a light chariot
through a symbolic arch. The chariot is waiting for the Triumphant
and the power that is ready to pull it. You are a charioteer.
The spirit of a warrior or an Amazon • Strong will • “Steersman”
• The ethos of research and sports • Victory (over oneself, difficulties, career) • Emotions and reason are balanced. • Ease in alliance
with power • The inspiring intoxication • The balance of the material
and spiritual, family and social, internal and external, conscious and
unconscious, heart and mind has been achieved. • The harmony of
feelings • Lightness, swiftness, suddenness and unpredictability •
Learning success • Glory • Courage • Control, management • Enthusiasm • Rivalry in love and career • The addiction to overcoming
obstacles and travel, pioneering • Wedding voyage • A position “I
will not yield to anyone” • Occupying one’s place in the sun • “End
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